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BEGINNER’S LUCK........................
Coventry Military Academy Campus
Coventry, Lyran Alliance
15 March 3058

at him. At first, the smaller ‘Mech looked as if it was going to charge
but as it closed it became apparent the pilot was trying to dash past
him. He turned to follow the machine as it pounded by and fought
to keep the Blackjack upright against the Vixen’s barrage of laser and
machine gun fire. Luckily, Marsh held the target reticule just long

Watch your heat, Marsh! You can’t pound crap if your engine shuts
down and your ammo explodes!
Cadet William Marsh pushed the voice of his instructor out of his
head. I know that second year stuff already. Leave me alone! Beads of
sweat poured down his face and body, the cooling vest he inherited
from his father years ago being woefully inadequate for accepting
the heat his Blackjack was producing at an alarming rate.
He imagined the pilot of the Vixen he was fighting had no such
worries, much to his dismay.
They circled each other amongst the benches and gardens of
the academy’s quad, Marsh trying to keep the distance static and
his opponent from trying to get into his rear. Both sides were trying
to soften the other with near-misses and wide shots. An occasional
hit would score, telling Marsh this Falcon was just as young and
inexperienced as he was.
His instructor barked in his head again. Marsh, get closer to your
target! Clanners have better weapons at longer range, you can’t win a
fight against them unless you get in close for your missiles!
It took a moment to realize the voice was real; his instructor was
howling over the comm.
“Cadet Marsh, acknowledge!”
“Yes, sir, moving in,” Marsh grunted back. No matter how much
he wanted to actually verbally berate his instructor, he instinctively
knew it was a bad idea. If both of them survived this battle, he would
get a thrashing more brutal then when he pulled that simulator
prank on his classmates during his first year.
Fighting the heat-induced sluggishness, Marsh hesitantly pushed
his machine forward as fast as he could, knocking aside several empty
tables adorned with abandoned meal sacks and beverages from
a nearby cafe. The Jade Falcons had landed outside the academy
mere hours ago and were still securing landing zones. All the cadets
were in attendance this week, an oversized class thanks to a recent
Lyran recruitment push. Nobody knew they had nearly a third more
soldiers than usual; success against the invaders was surely possible,
especially with Cadet Junior William Marsh in the fight.
So he liked to think, anyway.
If we do succeed, the price will be high, he thought grimly. The
Clan technological advantage was huge, widened by the fact that
many of the cadets were piloting ancient passed-down designs or
first-generation upgrades that were more slap-on field refits from
a technicians’ insane asylum. Marsh’s BJ-2 Blackjack was one of the
more thoughtful ones and he was able to finagle getting assigned
to it when the Falcons appeared. Well, I am one of the top pilots in
my class, he smirked. Marsh also netted a lance XO slot, one that
turned into a command position when Leftenant-Instructor White
was taken down by a Clanner’s PPC blast to the cockpit in the first
minute of contact. Marsh was hoping numbers, sheer tenacity, and
bravado would carry the day for Coventry.
Well, all that and a miracle.
As if sensing the sudden intention for a close in the fight, the Vixen
obliged, turning away from the endless circling and heading straight
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The Hauptmann-Instructor refused to be swayed. “Orders from
the Old Man, Cadet Marsh. No arguments.”
Suddenly, Marsh’s proximity alarm went off. He stomped on the
floor pedals, activating the Blackjack’s jump jets as a flight of missiles
corkscrewed past his cockpit. Twisting his torso to the side, he noted
a Dasher speed behind him before he could bring his weapons to
bear.
Shit, they are behind us too!
“Echo lance, fast-mover behind me!” Marsh cried. He glanced
down at a secondary monitor, hastily scanning the academy map
projected there. “Follow me.”
Walking backwards instead of jumping into the air again, Marsh
hoped the move would steady his aim. He could feel the adrenaline
pumping through his veins, giving his hands a slight jitter. Only half
of his missiles were able to get a target lock and launched, his lasers
went wide. The missiles peppered the Dasher’s side, shredding
armor plating and punching holes into the torso. The Clanner kept
up its sprint, looking for cover behind the nearby Military Science
Building. Or was it the Administraton building? Marsh could not tell
the difference at that moment as alarms squealed around him. Take
him down now and we might be able to withdraw safely.
His intended order for Jeremy and Rogers to concentrate fire on
the flanking Clanner was overruled before it was even voiced as the
instructor’s voice interrupted with a mix of anger and panic.
“Marsh! Pull back, damn you! What are you doing? I said PULL
BACK!”
“That’s what I’m doing, Sir! These damn Clanners are all around
us...” He glanced down again at his secondary monitors, rechecking
his indicators. The cockpit was stifling and he smelled the tart stink
of burning circuitry.
How did they push so far east so suddenly? Jeremy’s Chameleon
was suddenly behind him and in the Blackjack’s rear visor strip;
Marsh could see only a few Clan ‘Mechs in pursuit. A flight of
missiles ripped overhead, well over the cadets’ heads. Covering
Jeremy’s back was Roger’s limping Commando, launching missiles
at anything getting close to them. Ahead of them, Marsh could see
more Clan ‘Mechs gathering. They must’ve had a DropShip ground
nearby, cutting off our rear.
“Echo Lance withdrawing eastward toward rendezvous point,”
reported Marsh. “Requesting missile support on our rear side so we
can pass through.”
The Hauptmann-Instructor’s reply was near-panic. Marsh felt his
blood run cold even before the words registered in his head.
“Echo Lance, you are pushing into Port St. William! Abort and
head towards the proper coordinates! Dammit Marsh, you’re going
the wrong way!”
What? Marsh stared hard at his secondary monitor, trying to
grasp symbols and abbreviations through the layers of haze and the
sweat covering his eyes. Squinting, he quickly deciphered the codes
pounded into his head from training. We’re moving east…oh, FRAG!
He realized the facing of the icon that representing the Blackjack
was pointing in the opposite direction.
Marsh had just led his Lance west to the academy’s border.
Right into the grasping talons of the Jade Falcons.

enough for his Streak missiles to squeal their lock and mashed the
firing stud, adding his lasers to the barrage. He prayed to the Lord for
everything to hit and knock the Clan machine down.
His prayers were answered.
The lasers pounded into the Vixen’s back, stripping the armor
and tearing through its internal structure. The missiles followed,
flaying the now exposed backside. The Clan ‘Mech shook violently
and fell face-first, skidding into the ground and ripping its right arm
out of its socket. The Vixen slammed into one of the quad’s marble
historical markers, cracking it in half.
Marsh let out a loud whoop, too late realizing his comm was still
broadcasting. He didn’t care; the victory cry would help offset the
constant stream of calls for help and panic from his classmates since
the fighting commenced.
“Vixen down. Jeremy, you owe me a beer!”
His lancemate retorted quickly. “I’ll deduct it from the two you
owe me, Willy.”
Silently cursing Jeremy for using that nickname, he stumped the
Blackjack closer to his fallen prey, admiring his handiwork.
”Good work Marsh,” echoed the voice of his instructor. Was that a
hint of pride in his voice? “Now cut out the chit-chat and move on to
the next target before they jump on you.”
Acknowledging the order, Marsh started to turn back to the
front line when he suddenly thought he saw the Clan ‘Mech shift. Or
was it just the chassis settling on the ground?
”Crap!” Marsh yelped as the Vixen began to heave itself upwards
from the ripped earth. Backing up, he reflexively gripped his firing
triggers, emptying all of his weapons into the backside of the Vixen
and slapping down on the shutdown override. The blistering heat
dumping into the cockpit seared his skin for several seconds. The
weapons at such short range on a stationary target near-guaranteed
success; he swore he could see the ground through the holes he
just put into it. The Vixen disappeared in a ball of plasma fire as its
engine lost containment. The soft wave of heat that washed over
the Blackjack threatened to again shut down the ‘Mech.
“Marsh, I said move on!”
Marsh grumbled shakily. Unappreciative ass. Looking out in
the distance he spotted the Hauptmann-Instructor’s blue and red
Crusader backpedaling in a duel with a much smaller Uller near the
Marsden Library. The Uller’s missile racks vomited nearly three dozen
missiles, streaking out to slam into his instructor’s machine.
The Crusader took a firm step back under the barrage of missiles,
bending slightly as it stood its ground, then replied with a violent
barrage of its own missiles and lasers. The Uller shuddered for a
moment before turning to seek cover, an arm hanging by only a
couple of pieces of bent structure and myomer bundles.
Man those reports were right. He’s over twice the size of that Clan
machine and it still has the same firepower. Unreal!
Evidently their instructor was shaken up from the exchange as
well, at least enough to decide to run.
“All cadets, withdraw east to rendezvous point Vega. Our position
is compromised.”
Still flush with success, Marsh protested. “Sir, we can hold this
ground. We’re beating them back!”
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INTRODUCTION............................

W

to add authenticity to their game. While the units which actually
participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers
on each side are left undetermined. This allows the players to
pursue the Tracks with different forces if they wish. The rough ratio
of forces on each side is provided in each Track as a guideline.
Players should feel free to balance the forces as they see fit,
whether by battle value, tonnage, total number of units, or any
other method.
Tracks presents both Mission and Touchpoint tracks, allowing
players to build full-fledged campaigns set during the events
listed. A general guideline for how to begin fighting the historical
campaign is included in How to Use the Campaign. Each of the
Mission tracks is reusable, and the Touchpoints cover several key
battles that occurred during the campaign, though they are not
the only ones. Players wishing to incorporate these tracks into their
Chaos Campaign should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the
brackets. Optional points are awarded only if the group achieves at
least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points
are cumulative as they are achieved unless otherwise noted.
The Annex contains three official Record Sheets. The first is the
custom “Dragoon Buster” BattleMaster of Colonel Wayne Rogers, CO
of the Waco Rangers mercenary regiment, followed by the custom
mixed tech Nightstar of Colonel Shelly Brubaker of the famed Wolf’s
Dragoons. The third is a converted Uni IndustrialMech used by the
Bucklands Militia.

elcome to Operational Turning Points: Jade Falcon Incursion
campaign book designed to give players the opportunity
to fight in one of the landmark conflicts of the Inner
Sphere’s tumultuous history. The Operational Turning Points is
slightly different from the standard Jihad and Historical Turning
Points exclusives, though still offering the same great gameplay
opportunities; in Operational Turning Points, the Track section is a
more robust campaign setting, using both Mission and Touchpoint
Tracks to let players fight a full-fledged, multi-world campaign.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants
gives players the tools needed to fight an infinite number of
engagements, while the Track gives details on some of the more
pivotal battles of the campaign. The Track can be used with standalone games set in 3058.
The Atlas presents a global overview followed by some quick
facts about some of the planets visited in this campaign. Included in
this section are terrain tables broken into various categories. These
tables can be used to randomly determine the battlefield used in
the tracks or simply as a guide of the types of terrain found on the
world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain
types, environment, and other rules that can be used to enhance
your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to
use any or all of these features before beginning play.
The Combatants section gives details of the units who
participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish
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ATLAS.........................................
Engadine

Neerabup

Noble Ruler: Archon Katherine Steiner-Davion
Appointed Ruler: Lord President Alistair Daniel
Star Type (Recharge Time): M0V (201 hours)
Position in System: 6
Time to Jump Point: 3.14 days
Number of Satellites: 1 (Garlyn)
Surface Gravity: .95
Atm. Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 23° C (Cool)
Surface Water: 70 percent
Recharging Station: Nadir
HPG Class Type: B
Highest Native Life: Mammal
Population (3058): 68,240,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: C-D-D-D-C

Noble Ruler: Archon Katherine Steiner-Davion
Appointed Ruler: Duke Juan Rouse
Star Type (Recharge Time): G8V (189 hours)
Position in System: 5
Time to Jump Point: 6.19 days
Number of Satellites: 2 (Dongara and Freemantle)
Surface Gravity: 1.04
Atm. Pressure: High (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 41° C (Tropical)
Surface Water: 85 percent
Recharging Station: Zenith
HPG Class Type: B
Highest Native Life: Reptiles
Population (3058): 65,430,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: C-D-D-D-C

Settled by the Rim Worlds Republic, Engadine began as an exile
colony, harboring political dissidents and non-violent criminals
that the government simply did not want mixing with the general
populace. Portions of the planet are covered year-round with
ice and constant light snow; its first settlers became a group of
hardened survivalists. Decades later, an official on her first routine
inspection of the exiles’ settlements decided the world was a
paradise. Building a large compound for her personal use, it was
later expanded into a popular resort staffed by slave labor drawn
from the exiles.
During Operation: MAILED FIST, the resort’s security forces tried
to stall the Lyran invasion by waging hit and run campaigns typical
of the rest of the Rim Worlds’ rebellion. Its disgruntled population,
sensing a chance to get back at their oppressors, fed information
to the Lyrans that allowed them to swiftly pin down and capture
the defenders. This act of sedition would be remembered after the
Reunification War as returning RWR administrators and judicial
officials often persecuted those families believed to have passed
information to the Lyrans.
After Amaris was deposed, Engadine became one of the
first non-industrial systems seized (and later annexed) by the
Commonwealth, who were well aware of the general population’s
bias against the Rim Worlds Republic. Rewarding the people by
improving their infrastructure, the Lyrans petitioned ComStar to
build a small B-class HPG in the once cut-off system.
When many Lyran units typically stationed nearby were
away during the War of 3039, local pirates took the chance to
raid repeatedly, whisking away hundreds of the population to
be sold as slaves. The outcry by the populace resulted in the
establishment of the Twenty-second Skye Rangers as a nearpermanent defense force who used Engadine as a focal point for
the border’s defense.

Initially, the founding settlers of Neerabup were originally
destined for Australia. A large contingent advocated going deeper
into space and, after several near -confrontations, the group took
control of two JumpShips and their colonist cargo and separated.
A handful of weeks later after leaving the system, their food supply
exhausted, they arrived at Neerabup.
Though Neerabup had a comfortable climate with a wide array
of terrain - a good portion of which was lush swamps and expansive
peat bogs - edible animal life was scarce, forcing the settlers to
become mostly vegetarians. A chance encounter with a passing
group of colonists and their livestock a year later assured the survival
of the planet.
Things remained quiet and palatable until 3042, when a joint
committee charged with bringing the Lyran Commonwealth’s
military into line with Federated Suns doctrines traveled around
the nearby systems. The committee eventually selected Neerabup
and Bucklands to be the headquarters of the new regional militia.
The family clans of Bucklands resisted the effort, partly due to
the proposed loss of their arable land and the disruption the new
facilities would bring. With incessant clan infighting on the horizon,
the committee moved all of the militia’s operations to Neerabup.
After construction commenced, Neerabup saw a huge boom in
its local economy as the massive influx of high tech equipment and
need of locally-produced raw materials created several successful
companies for exporting goods to other local systems, drawing
immigrants looking for work.
Neerabup’s politics are a traditional, hide-bound process, with
each province ruled by a Publican. The Publican’s title is hereditary
only to the firstborn male son of the family. When no male heir is
present, the province then elects a new Publican, who can be male
or female. The current Headmistress of the Publican House, Matilda
Durmot, has held her seat for nearly fifty years and was elected to
the position after the death of her father, Horace, a driving force in
the Estates General during the early part of the century. The Durmot
homestead covers nearly three thousand acres and includes the
sprawling Durmot Cranbog Agricompany, a prominent exporter of
exotic Neerabup foodstuffs.
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TERRAIN TABLE
engadine Mapsheets Table

Coventry

Mountain Lake

Note: May use Thin Snow Modification (see p. 52, TO)

Noble Ruler: Archon Katherine Steiner-Davion
Appointed Ruler: Duke Thomas Fredrick Bradford
Star Type (Recharge Time): F4V (174 hours)120 hours) [AT2 chart
shows 175 hours for F4V – Eric Salzman]
Position in System: 3
Time to Jump Point: 16.10 days
Number of Satellites: 1 (Wellston)
Surface Gravity: 1.01
Atm. Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 35° C (Mild)
Surface Water: 80 percent
Recharging Station: Zenith, Nadir
HPG Class Type: A
Highest Native Life: Mammal
Population (3058): 3,784,500,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: A-A-A-A-A

Result
1
2
3
4
5
6

Map
River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)
Large Mountain #1 (MS5, MC2)
Lake Area (MS1, MC1)
Mountain Lake (MS2, MC1)
River Valley (MS2, MC1)
Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

neerabup Mapsheets Table

Fire Base

Note: May use Mud (see p. 50, TO)

Settled by a mixture of Australians, Canadians, and New
Zealanders on what appeared to be paradise, Coventry quickly
became an agricultural powerhouse from its swaths of rich soil.
Once the planet’s abundant raw ores were discovered, the system
also became an industrial powerhouse. Coventry’s four continents
have become dotted with prominent manufacturers, producing
goods from civilian vehicles to advanced computers, and including
one of the Lyran Alliance’s largest BattleMech manufacturers,
Coventry Metal Works. Hundreds of mining tunnels in the highlands
and under Port St. William were created over the centuries to
harvest the large deposits of ore and minerals, often so large and
well excavated that many are now used in other capacities with little
worry of collapse.
Its location and importance easily made it a choice as a provincial
capital, only increasing its importance and influence in neighboring
systems. However, lax laws and a laid back population often leave
Coventry’s heavy influence untapped in all but the most important
issues.
Located deep in the Lyran Alliance, none of the AFFC’s upper
echelon ever expected Coventry to be attacked by any immediate
threat. This made units stationed here low on the priority list for
upgrades and supplies and high on the list for retiring commanders
and social-elite officers with little combat experience.

Result
1
2
3
4
5
6

Map
Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)
Drop Port #2 (MS7)
Military Base #1 (MS7)
Moonscape #1 (MS5, MSC1)
Drop Port #1 (MS7)
Hills (BT, MS2, MSC1)

Buvklands Mapsheets Table

Prairie

Note: May use Planted Fields modifications (see p. 38, TO)
Result
1
2
3
4
5
6

Map
BattleTech (MS2, MC1)
Rolling Hills #1 (MS3, MSC1)
Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)
Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MC2)
BattleForce 2 (MS6, MC2)
Desert Hills (MS2, MC1)

Australia Mapsheets Table
Woodlands

Note: May use Ultra Heavy Woods Modifications (see p. 40, TO)

Result

Map

1
2
3
4
5
6

Heavy Forest #1 (MS4, MC1)
Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)
Woodland (MS6, MSC2)
Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)
Wide River (MS6, MSC2)
Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

Coventry Mapsheets Table

Industrial

Note: May use Heavy Industrial Zone Modifications (see p. 31, TO)

Mapsheets

Highlands

The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can
be found on the various systems touched by the Falcon Incursion
campaign. Players may either select a map from the appropriate
table or randomly determine which map to use, unless otherwise
specified by the scenario. Players may add the appropriate Terrain
modification to any Touchpoint track as an Optional Bonus worth
50 WP. MS = Map Set, MSC = Map Set Compilation, BT = Classic
BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
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Result
1
2
3
4
5
6
Result
1
2
3
4
5
6

Map
City, Downtown (MS6, MC2)
Military Base #1 (MS7)
Drop Port #1 (MS7)
City, Suburbs (MS6, MC2)
Military Base #2 (MS7)
Seaport (MS7)
Map
Woodland (MS6, MSC2)
Large Mountain #1 (MS5, MSC2)
Mountain Lake (MS2, MC1)
Deep Canyon #1 (MS5, MSC2)
Large Mountain #2 (MS5, MSC2)
Wide River (MS6, MSC2)
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PERSONALITIES............................
Completely devoted to the Dragoons, her normal friendly, laidback nature takes a backseat to her ruthlessness when dealing with
an enemy force. With a good eye for spotting talent, she shuffled
officers and men within her unit shortly after taking charge, using her
charisma to smooth over any troubles she might have experienced
doing so. These natural leadership abilities, along with the increased
size from accompanying Gamma Regiment, effectively in charge of
the Coventry Expeditionary Force, even with higher ranked officers
and detractors of the Dragoons within the task force’s ranks.
Piloting a Nightstar outfitted with Clan weaponry, she uses the
increased range of her advanced guns to hang back and line up
shots in combat. While the rest of her command company prefers
close fighting, she lays down accurate cover fire, carefully aiming
each and every shot to maximum effect.
Special Abilities: Brubaker has pushed herself to the limit of
her abilities, earning her the respect and admiration of her unit and
fellow mercenaries through skill, charisma, and charm. To illustrate
this, she possesses the Attractive, Gregarious, and Combat Sense
traits. She also has a +1-level Positive Reputation trait among the
Wolf’s Dragoons. She possesses the Sniper and Range Master (Long
Range) Special abilities.

Shelly Brubaker

Rank: Colonel, Commander of Wolf’s Dragoons Delta Regiment
Born: 3014 (44 in 3058)
Born into the Wolf’s Dragoons, Shelly Brubaker first
started out in a motorized infantry platoon, where she
stepped up to help lead Delta regiment in retreat from
Murchison in 3038 after a raid gone bad. Afterwards,
she began MechWarrior training, testing out as a
lance corporal in 3046 just after Delta Regiment
was fully reactivated. In 3054 she ascended
to command all of Delta after winning a
challenge against Colonel Paxon for the right
to lead.
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COMBATANTS..............................
This section lists the combat units active in Coventry campaign.
The Experience Level indicates which column to roll on using the
Random Skills Table (see p. 273, TW) for the combatants.
RAT shows which Random Assignment Tables (see p. x) to roll
units from if randomly determining a force. Abbreviations in italics
are suggestions for advanced RAT options. To build a unit (if not using
a player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation
rules in Total Warfare (see p. 264, TW). To see which faction tables
to roll from, see the RAT entry for each combatant; take care not to
select any units which had not yet been constructed; this will require,
in general, using the lowest quality rated columns (C, D, or F), as more
advanced equipment generally fills in the higher-rated columns (such
as A and B); alternately, when applicable, choose a variant of the unit
that did exist in 3058 in place of one created later.
For a more advanced game, utilizing a broader range of ‘Mechs,
vehicles and battle armor, players should feel free to also utilize
the RATs in Field Manual: Crusader Clans (FMCC), Field Manual: Lyran
Alliance (FMLA), Field Manual: Mercenaries, Revised (FMM), Mercenaries
Supplemental (MS1), Mercenaries Supplemental II (MS2), Mercenaries
Supplemental Update (MSU), and A Time of War (ATOW). Note that
because these materials have a later in-universe date
than this campaign, players participating in an authentic era
campaign will need to choose a variant of the unit that did
exist in 3058 in place of one created later. (Visit your local game
store to purchase these additional products, or order them directly
from www.battlecorps.com/catalog; PDFs for some products are
also available.)
Unit Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in
combat. Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should
agree to their use before game play begins. The Notes section gives
in-universe details on the unit to help give players a feel for the unit
during the Coventry campaign.

Wolf’s Dragoons Delta Regiment

CO: Colonel Shelly Brubaker
Average Experience: Elite
RAT: Wolf’s Dragoons, FMM, MS1, MS2, MSU, ATOW
Unit Abilities: Beginning in Turn 4,
any initiative bonuses gained by an enemy
beginning in Turn 4 do not apply against Delta
Regiment. If using combined arms (‘Mechs, Air
Units (VTOLs count toward this) and infantry
assets together), Delta receives a +2 initiative
bonus from Turn 4 onward.
Notes: The Dragoons were the vanguard of the CEF, as the
inclusion of Delta and Gamma regiments gave the Dragoons
operational authority over the task force. Overall command fell to
Colonel Shelly Brubaker, though due to high inter-unit tensions, it
was more a system of consensus than a dictatorship.
Though Gamma regiment was also sent to Coventry, their
rebuilding following the Dragoon Civil War left Colonel Irwin Tyrell
still wary of independent operations. The Gammas were instead
broken into reinforced subunits and scattered across Delta regiment,
which helped turn the tide in several firefights.

Seventy-first Light Horse

CO: Colonel Sandra Barclay
Average Experience: Regular
RAT: Mercenary, FMM, MS1, MS2, MSU, ATOW
Unit Abilities: The Seventy-first can Force
the Initiative (see TO p. 192)
Notes: Recently rebuilt from their
destruction on Kikuyu at the hands of the
Jade Falcons, the Seventy-first regiment of
the famed Eridani Light Horse Brigade was
eager to prove their worth and garner some
payback. General Ariana Winston accompanied them to observe
the unit’s performance in combat.

Waco Rangers

CO: Colonel Wayne Rogers
Average Experience: Veteran
RAT: Mercenary, FMM, MS1, MS2, MSU, ATOW
Unit Abilities: The Waco Rangers desire
to outperform other units often drives them
to near-suicidal tendencies. When a unit takes
enough damage to force withdrawal, the
controlling player rolls 2d6 during the End
Phase of each turn thereafter. On a result of
7+, the unit ignores the Forced Withdrawal
rules. Once the unit fails the roll, however, the Forced Withdrawal
rules are in effect for that unit until the end of the track. The Waco
Rangers cannot be deployed in any battle that has Wolf’s Dragoons
deployed on the field, unless they are an opposing force.
Notes: Often considering themselves the archrivals of the Wolf’s
Dragoons, their often loud pronouncements of supposed Dragoon
treachery only got louder at the start of the Clan Invasion and the
revelation of the Dragoons’ true origins. Their desire to outperform
the Dragoons has led them to take greater risks in battle in an effort
to prove themselves better than “those Clan merc scum.”
The Crazy Eights mercenary unit, admirers of the Rangers, was
also sent along to Coventry and for all intents and purposes, grafted
themselves to the Rangers for the duration of the Coventry campaign.

Tenth Skye Rangers

CO: Leftenant General Tjuti Bakkish
Average Experience: Regular
RAT: Lyran, FMLA, ATOW
Unit Abilities: The Rangers excel at
moving through rough terrain, thanks to their
superior scouts. The members of the Tenth
automatically gain +1 MP per Movement
Phase while moving through any hex that
requires more than 1MP.
Notes: Though always viewed with
suspicion, the Tenth’s unauthorized attack on Glengarry in 3056 in
support of the Free Skye Rebellion seemed to be the last straw. The
LAAF refused to rebuild the unit and transferred out any personnel
showing promise, replacing them with troublemakers, untested
soldiers, and those lacking political connections.
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HOW TO USE THE CAMPAIGN........
This campaign is designed to be played with a minimum of
two players―one player uses either the Jade Falcon or the Inner
Sphere force, while the other provides the opposition. More players
are welcome to participate―those groups with a large number of
players may decide to have a single person gamemaster (GM)
and spearhead Track setups and answer any rules questions that
may arise during the course of gameplay. Players are welcome to
supplement or expand on the rules listed with those from Total
Warfare, Tactical Operations, or Strategic Operations. An ideal example
is using the buildings rules from Total Warfare during certain tracks,
or the advanced weather and environment rules from TacOps and
StratOps. If using additional rules not presented in this product, all
players must agree to their use. Any questions that arise from using
those rules should be decided by either group consensus or by a
neutral GM. As a last resort, players may simply roll the dice to settle
an issue.
Each Touchpoint track may add the appropriate terrain
modification (as listed in the Terrain table, p. X) as an Optional Bonus
worth 50 WP. The bonus is awarded only if the player achieves at
least one objective.
Players may choose to use a specific unit from the Combatants
section, a custom player unit, or they may choose to operate as
either the Inner Sphere or Clan force as a whole, using the listed
units in the Combatants section. If opting to run as either the Inner
Sphere or Clan side, players may use Warchest points to re-roll a RAT
result, a pilot skill result, or purchase a unit from the RAT outright
when determining their forces using the “Warchest Unit Cost” table.
Players may only purchase re-roll results for their forces, not for the
opposing force.
Regardless of which side the players choose, they begin with
1000 Warchest points.

Warchest Unit
Cost Table
WP Cost
100
200

Tonnage x 5

Action
Re-roll Gunnery and Pilot skill result when
determining skill level of pilot. The new result
replaces the previous one.
Re-roll RAT result; player may choose to use
original roll or new roll result.
Player may purchase a ‘Mech at the ‘Mech’s listed
tonnage x 5. This can only be done once per
weight class in between tracks; newly purchased
units must be able to be used in the next track.

The Setup: Inner Sphere
Campaign Rules

Players using Inner Sphere forces for this campaign have access
to all of the units listed on their faction’s Random Assignment Tables
(see p. x). However, if the player is using a custom-built unit, they may
elect to use the RATs for supplement in repair or expansion. Players
may begin the campaign with one of the following tracks: Recon,
Raid, or Touchpoint: Engadine. When determining Opposing Forces,
the rolling player uses the Clan Jade Falcon Random Assignment
Tables.

The Setup: Jade Falcons
Campaign Rules

Players using Jade Falcon forces for this campaign have access to
all of the units as listed on the Clan Jade Falcon Random Assignment
Table. However, if the player is using a custom-built unit, they may
elect to use the RATs for supplement in repair or expansion. Players
may begin the campaign with one of the following tracks: Recon,
Raid, or Touchpoint: Engadine. When determining Opposing Forces,
the rolling player uses the Lyran/Militia tables (see p. x).

Running your Games

While players and gamemasters are free to design and play these
tracks (and the campaign as a whole) however they wish, a basic
method may be used to give players a feel for the actual events of
the Coventry campaign. The beginning enumerated in The Setup
above offers one way to launch player groups into the campaign;
enterprising gamemasters and players can find their own ways
and the Next Track section of each offers suggestions of where to
take the player-character groups after they’ve finished that Track.
The Mission Tracks may be combined, replayed, or skipped in any
order desired, as they represent experiences rather than specific
engagements. It is recommended that players proceed through the
Touchpoint tracks in order, however, since each world corresponds
to a certain wave of the campaign. The Tracks are presented in
chronological order for each world the Jade Falcons struck, but if a
player group is a Wolf’s Dragoon unit, some gamemastering may be
needed to involve the Dragoons in the early Tracks.
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MISSION: RECON.........................
Ok, we know they are out there, but we aren’t sure just how big and bad they really are or
how many of them are lurking in the brush. Our job isn’t to actually engage, but to find out
their capabilities and to pull out just before things get too hot for us. Might sound easy,
but don’t get cocky, it’s a lot harder than it sounds.

Damn Spheroids! If we were fighting an honorable opponent, all we would need is to issue
a batchall and simply ask what forces they intend to bring to the field of battle. But these
barbarians refuse to fight with honor, forcing us to find out for ourselves.

GAME SET UP

Recommended Terrain: Any (or roll from the appropriate table (see
p. x) two maps for whichever world your player group is currently
on. The Defender places the mapsheets in any legal configuration
and designates one edge as the Defender’s home edge.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Any
The Attacker is a portion of the player’s group force. The Attacker
chooses his forces first and may choose which map edge to enter
on. This edge is then designated the Attacker’s home edge.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Any
The Defender is a portion of the planetary defender’s force and is
determined after the Attacker has chosen his forces. The Defender’s
force should be 130 percent of the Attackers deployed force. The
Defender’s force enters from their home edge.

WARCHEST
Track Cost: 150 WP
Optional Bonus:
+50 Night Combat: A lack of ambient light degrades the ability
of BattleMechs to target and hit an opposing unit. Apply a +2 To-hit
modifier to all weapon attacks.

OBJECTIVES

1. Identification, please. Scan at least 75% of the Defender’s
force. Scanning must be done within 4 hexes of an enemy unit at
the end of the Movement phase and in lieu of any attack. Scanning
may be completed by either spending one complete turn with the
target in the range of an operating probe (any equipment with
“probe” in the title) or spending two turns within a four-hex radius of
a BattleMech or Vehicle unit. A unit that is scanning without a probe
may not fire any weapons during the time it takes to complete a
scan; multiple buildings may be scanned at the same time. Line of
sight is not required. (Reward: 100)
2. Escape! At least half of the player’s force must survive and exit
their home edge after eight turns. (Reward: 100)

SPECIAL RULES

The following rules are in effect for this track:

Forced Withdrawal
The Forced Withdrawal rules (see p. 258, TW) are in effect for both
sides.

NEXT TRACK

Recon, Raid, or the next Touchpoint (Touchpoint: Engadine if
none have been taken previously).
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Touchpoint: Engadine..............
When we heard of JumpShips detected and inbound DropShips, we naturally assumed that it was
some pirate band or group of wannabe big shots coming in for the up-and-coming rooting. Imagine
our surprise when telemetry informed us that it was a massive Clan force coming in. Lyran High
Command has been leaving us here to rot for years. How are we supposed to defeat these guys?
I’m glad the old man stationed supply depots out here in the wilderness; otherwise we’d
have nothing to fight those damn Clanners with. At least now we can try to hold out until
reinforcements arrive.

They call themselves warriors? Look at them, already running before the first blows are even
exchanged! It looks like the differences between normal Inner Sphere warriors and Allard-Liao are
even greater than I first expected. Which is a good thing for us. It will give our sibkos plenty
of target practice before the real troops arrive.

SITUATION

WARCHEST

Manistuque Lake, Engadine
Lyran Alliance
3 February 3058

Track Cost: 300 WP
Optional Bonuses:
+100 In a Pinch: Half of the attacking force is combat-dropped
anywhere on the mapboard at the start of turn 4.
+100 Winter Wonderland: Use the Heavy Snowfall rules from
Tactical Operations (p. 60)

On January 30th, 3058, a flotilla of JumpShips materialized at
a pirate point in the Engadine system, beginning the Coventry
Campaign. On training maneuvers with the local militia in the
Manistuque Highlands, the Twenty-second was barely able to
arm themselves from a local depot in time to contest the Falcons’
landing.

GAME SETUP

Recommended Terrain: Engadine (see p. x)
The Defender places at least 2 mapsheets in chase position (see
p.262, TW) and designates one of the short edges as the Defender’s
home edge. The opposite map edge is the Attacker’s home edge.
Triple the depth of each water hex.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Second Falcon Jaegers, Seventh Falcon
Regulars
The Attackers consists up to 75% of the Defender’s deployed
force. The Attackers enter the mapboard via their home edge at the
start of Turn 2
Defender
Recommended Forces: Twenty-second Skye Rangers
The Defenders are the Lyran Twenty-second Skye Rangers
accompanied by elements of the local militia, which is not to exceed
25% of the Defender’s deployed force and consists of only combat
vehicles and infantry of green quality. The Defender should choose
his forces before the Attacker, and enters via their home edge at the
start of Turn 1.

OBJECTIVES

1.) Keep the Fight Alive. For every unit the Defender succeeds in
retreating off their home map edge after Turn 6, or every Defending
unit the Attacker cripples or destroys after Turn 2. Militia units do
not count toward this objective. (Reward: 50)
2.) Make an example of them. Destroy or cripple at least 75%
of the opposing force (Reward: 150)

SPECIAL RULES

The following rules are in effect for this track:

Forced Withdrawal
The Forced Withdrawal rules (see p. 258, TW) are in effect for both
sides.
Salvage
The Salvage rules (see pp. 192-193, SO) may be used by the side
that gains the most points in the track.

AFTERMATH

On the run for six days, the Rangers and local militiawere able
to bloody the Regulars as they led them right to Manistuque Lake,
hoping to use the deep, icy water to their advantage. The Rangers,
however, were shocked by the surprise combat drop of the Second
Jaegers during the snowstorm. Now surroundinga snowstorm.
Surrounding the defenders, the Falcons smashed any unit not
willing to surrender and become bondsmen.

NEXT TRACKS

Recon, Raid, Touchpoint: Neerabup, Touchpoint: Bucklands, or
Touchpoint: Australia
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